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Simulation and measurement of topological phase transitions
with alkaline-earth-metal atoms in optical lattices
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We present a proposal to realize and detect topological phase transition in optical lattices with alkaline-
earth-metal atoms. Using state-dependent lattices and laser-assisted tunneling, we realize a dimerized spin-
1/2 antiferromagnetic chain with next-nearest-neighbor coupling. We show that the spin chain hosts two
symmetric topological phases and undergoes the topological phase transition when we change the alternating
strength of nearest-neighbor couplings. We propose to measure the topological phase transition by detecting
the entanglement spectrum and nonlocal string order with a quantum gas microscope. Furthermore, from
measurement results, we demonstrate the difference of statistical properties between two topological phases.
Our proposal can be a promising platform for simulation of topological phase transition.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In past decades, quantum phases of matter with exotic
orders—including fractional quantum Hall effect [1,2], 1D
Haldane phase [3,4], chiral spin liquids [5,6], Z2 spin liq-
uids [7–9], topological insulators [10,11], etc.—have attracted
an enormous amount of theoretic and experimental inter-
est due to their fascinating physical properties. Unlike the
conventional ones [12], these exotic phases, generally called
topological phases, are characterized by nonlocal orders and
exotic edge excitations, and the phase transitions among them
undergo the closing and reopening of energy gap without
breaking any symmetries. In the case of one-dimensional
spin systems, the exotic ground state of a spin-1 chain or a
dimerized spin-1/2 chain, i.e., Haldane phase, preserves the
finite long-range string order [13,14] and even degeneracy of
entanglement [15,16], and supports two spin-1/2 modes at the
edge. Furthermore, based on group cohomology, a complete
classification of topological phases in interacting spin systems
has been achieved [17,18]. To explore topological phases in a
family of spin Hamiltonians, it is highly desirable to realize
a system in accompany with multispin freedom and tunable
spin interaction for simulation.

With multiple internal states and highly tunable interaction
strength, ultracold atoms trapped in optical lattices (OLs)
provide an excellent platform to simulate physics of quantum
spin systems [19,20]. For example, using bosons or fermions
with two internal states as spin, ultracold atoms in a double-
well superlattice realize the dimerized spin-1/2 chain in the
strong interaction limit. Despite its limitation on the amount
of controllable parameters, this proposal indeed realizes the
topological phase transition by adjusting the optical poten-
tial. Recently, its general Hamiltonian, a ladder spin lattice,
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is presented to discuss the stability of topological phases
[14,21]. This spin lattice is analog to the dimerized chain with
next-nearest-neighbor (NNN) coupling, and its realization
represents a new challenge.

Alkaline-earth-metal atoms have an advantage as a
quantum simulator over other atoms according to their
unique properties. Nuclear spin states, decoupled from the
electronic state in both ground state and long-live metastable
state, provide extra freedom to simulate many-body physics.
Moreover, their spin-exchange interaction with two-orbital
SU(N ) magnetism lead to interesting phenomena, such
as the Kondo effect, the magnetic ordering [22,23], spin
systems with high dimensional symmetries, and lattice
gauge theories [24,25]. In this paper, we demonstrate the
realization of a dimerized spin-1/2 antiferromagnetic chain
with NNN coupling with akaline-earth-metal atoms, and
discuss the detection of topological phase transition by a
quantum gas microscope. The technique is mainly based on
a toolbox developed in quantum computing with fermionic
alkaline-earth-metal atoms by Daley et al. [26].

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we present the
basic experimental proposal to realize the spin Hamiltonian
in the regime of strong interaction. Based on the density-
matrix renormalization-group (DMRG) method, in Sec. III we
numerically analyze the phase diagram of system, in which
the topological phases are characterized by the string order
and degeneracy of entanglement spectrum. In Sec. IV, based
on the technique of quantum gas microscope, we discuss
the detection of topological phases and analyze the statistical
difference between topological phases. Finally, the conclusion
is given in Sec. V.

II. MODEL HAMILTONIAN

We consider ultracold fermionic alkaline-earth-metal
atoms, e.g., 87Sr, confined in a one-dimensional (1D) OL
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system. The system is state dependent and composed of two
tilted OLs, one for the stable state 1S0, corresponding to g
lattice, and the other for metastable 3P0, i.e., e lattice, as shown
in Fig. 1. Moreover, each g site resides in the center of two
adjacent e sites. For 87Sr, the polarizability of 3P0 state is zero
at 627 nm, while the polarizability of 1S0 is zero at 689.2 nm
[26]. The g lattice can be engineered by counterpropagating
lasers of wavelength λL = 689.2 nm, but e lattice is made
to have the same spatial period by using angled beams at
627 nm. Two OLs with a spatial offset can be approximately
written in 1D as

Vg = VOL sin2(kLx), Ve = VOL cos2(kLx), (1)

where the depths of OLs are matched to be the same, i.e., VOL,
by using light of intensity I0 for g lattice and I0/4 for e lattice.
The tilted potential can be created by an ac Stark shift gradient
[27]. Because of its decoupling from electronic states, nuclear
Zeeman states are taken as spin states in each OL, e.g., for
87Sr with I = 9/2, we define |0〉 = |1S0/

3P0, mI = −9/2〉 and
|1〉 = |1S0/

3P0, mI = −7/2〉 in g/e lattice. The lattice constant
is thereby obtained by d = λL/2, and the recoil-energy unit of
the optical lattice is given by ER = (2π h̄)2/2mλ2

L.
We start with the tight-binding Hamiltonian for the parti-

cles in the OLs

H = −
∑
i,σ

(tl c
†
g,i,σ ce,i,σ + trc†

g,i+1,σ ce,i,σ + H.c.)

−
∑
i,σ

(tgc†
g,i,σ cg,i+1,σ + tec†

e,i,σ ce,i+1,σ + H.c.)

+
∑

i

(Ugng,i,↑ng,i,↓ + Uene,i,↑ne,i,↓), (2)

where the fermionic operator c†
α=g,e,i,σ=↑,↓ (cα,i,σ ) creates

(annihilates) an atom of state |α, σ 〉 at site i and nα,i,σ =
c†
α,i,σ cα,i,σ . We initially prepare the atoms trapped in lattices

with depth VOL = 9ER. Single-particle terms—including in-
trachain tunnelings and interchain tunnelings—are introduced
by the technique of laser-assisted hopping process [27,28].

FIG. 1. Experimental setup of ultracold alkaline-earth-metal
atoms. Electronic states 1S0 and 3P0 are trapped in two tilted optical
lattices. Raman lasers are introduced for generating the intrachain
tunneling, while two π -polarized lasers are used for interchain
tunneling.

The intrachain tunnelings between the nearest-neighbor atoms
in the same states can be introduced by Raman process.
Each Raman process is tuned to resonance, and thus the
tilted lattice potential shift � is compensated. As a result,
the amplitudes {tg, te} are controlled individually. We can tune
tg ≈ te ≈ 0.025ER. Intuitively, the interchain tunnelings can
be engineered by π -polarized lasers that couple the 1S0 and
3P0 levels [29]. With the aid of the tilted lattice potential, we
can use two lasers to separately engineer the interchain tun-
nelings. In this way, the amplitudes of interchain tunnelings
{tl , tr} can be individually changed. tl,r = �l,r

∫
W (x)W (x +

d/2)dx, where �l,r is the coupling strength of lasers and W (x)
is the localized Wannier function. tl,r/tg,e can be tuned to 0–4
if the π -polarized laser strength �l,r is tuned to 0–0.4ER.
The OL trap is deep enough that only the on-site interaction
is taken into account. The interacting terms {Ug,Ue} can be
directly introduced by magnetic Feshbach resonance [22,23].
The strength Ug,e = g̃g,e

∫ |W (x)|dx can be tuned to 2.0ER if
the bare strength of free space g̃g,e = 0.5ER. In this paper,
we focus on the repulsive interaction and set t = tg = te and
U = Ug = Ue for simplicity hereafter.

The schematic structure of Hamiltonian Eq. (2) is illus-
trated in Fig. 2(a). At the half filling, the low-temperature
phase in the regime of strong interaction is characterized by
spin ordering. By exploiting the Schriffer-Wolf transformation
[30], the Hamiltonian can be described as

H =
∑

i

Jl �Sg,i · �Se,i + Jr �Se,i · �Sg,i+1

+ J �Sg,i · �Sg,i+1 + J �Se,i · �Se,i+1, (3)

FIG. 2. Structure of model Hamiltonian. (a) The original fermio-
nioc Hubbard model with ladder structure. (b) Effective spin-1/2
dimerized chain with NNN coupling. (c) Trivial topological state
formed by [2i − 1, 2i] singlets when Jl > Jr . We identify the singlets
with red bonds. (d) Nontrivial topological state formed by [2i, 2i + 1]
singlets with two uncoupled spins when Jl < Jr .
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where J = 4t2/U , Jl,r = 4t2
l,r/U and �Si · �S j = Sx

i Sx
j + Sy

i Sy
j +

Sz
i Sz

j , Sα
i = ∑

β,γ=↑,↓ c†
i,βσ α

βγ ci,γ (σα is the Pauli matrices). If
we map ladder sites {g, i}, {e, i} to chain sites {2i − 1}, {2i},
the Hamiltonian describes a dimerized spin-1/2 chain with
NNN coupling [see Fig. 2(b)]

H =
∑

i

Jl �S2i−1 · �S2i + Jr �S2i · �S2i+1 + J �Si · �Si+1. (4)

III. PHASE DIAGRAM

In Fig. 3 we depict the phase diagram described by
Hamiltonian (4) in the condition of thermodynamic limit and
periodic boundary. The phase diagram is calculated in the
parameter plane (Jl , Jr ) in the unit of J . The model exhibits
two gapped exotic phases separated by a diagonal line. The
spin model on the diagonal line, known as dimerized and
frustrated chain, has been widely invested, and numerical
analyses have shown the energy is gapless on the line but a
gapped regime around Jl = Jr = 2. However, we will show
the gapped regime hosts the double degeneracy and level-
crossing transition, which is analog to the gapless condition
of topological phase transition.

Before considering two major phases, we first point out two
exact ground states in the parameter space. Define two states

|
1〉 = [1, 2][3, 4] . . . [L − 1, L], (5)

|
2〉 = [2, 3][3, 4] . . . [L, 1], (6)

with the singlet notation [i, j] ≡ (| ↑i↓ j〉 − | ↓i↑ j〉)/
√

2.
|
1〉 is the ground state when Jl � 2, Jr = 2, while |
2〉 is
the ground state when Jl = 2, Jr � 2 pointed out by Shastry
and Sutherland (SS) [31]. Thus the model exhibits a level-
crossing transition and double degeneracy at (2, 2) known as
the Majumdar-Ghosh (MG) model [32,33].

Now we focus on symmetric phases of our model in the
whole parameter space. The Hamiltonians with parameters at
Jl > Jr and at Jl < Jr exhibit the same rotational symmetry
group, i.e., SO(3). Due to the second cohomology group
H2(SO(3),C) = Z2, the model hosts two topological phases
according to the theory of classification [17,18]. These two
states can be qualitatively described as follows. (1) When

0 5 10
Jl/J

0

5

10

J
r
/J

even

odd

MG

FIG. 3. Phase diagram. We denote the odd phase with orange
color and even phase with pink color. Phases are separated by the
black solid line with gapless energy and a gapped dotted regime with
level crossing. Parameters in the red solid line indicate the SS model
that undergoes transition at MG point.

Jl > Jr , as shown in Fig. 2(c), the on-site coupling between
g and e lattices is dominant. The system is more likely
to form [2i − 1, 2i] singlets with i = 1, . . . , L/2, called the
trivial topological phase or even (Haldane) phase. (2) When
Jl < Jr , the ground state is dominated by [2i, 2i + 1] singlets
with i = 1, . . . , L/2 − 1, and displays two decoupling edges
[see Fig. 2(d)], called nontrivial topological phase or odd
(Haldane) phase. The SS model above indicates an exactly
solvable topological phase transition, where |
1〉 and |
2〉
correspond to the simplest form for two topological phases.
During the topological phase transition on the diagonal line,
there are two types: (1) the energy gap closes at Jl = Jr and
(2) is doubly degenerate with level crossing. This transition
can be characterized by the entanglement spectrum [16] and
string order [14].

Generally, the gapped ground state can be decomposed by
a matrix product state (MPS) as [34,35]

|ψ〉 =
∑

i1 . . . iL
α1 . . . αL−1

�[1]i1
α1

λ[1]
α1

�[2]i2
α1α2

λ[2]
α2

· · · �[L]iL
αL−1

|i1 . . . iL〉. (7)

Under such a representation, we write the state with bipartite
splitting [1 · · · l] : [l + 1 · · · L] as

|ψ〉 =
∑
αl

λ[l]
αl

∣∣ψ [1···l]
αl

〉∣∣ψ [l+1···L]
αl

〉
. (8)

Here |ψ [i... j]
αl 〉 is the wave function from site i to j. The

amplitudes λαl corresponding to the entanglement of two parts
of a system is known as the entanglement spectrum. The string
order parameters [14] of the OL system are given by

SOodd = − lim
|i− j|→∞

〈(
Sz

2i−1 + Sz
2i

)

× exp

{
iπ

2 j−2∑
l=2i+1

Sz
l

}(
Sz

2 j−1 + Sz
2 j

)〉
, (9)

SOeven = − lim
|i− j|→∞

〈(
Sz

2i + Sz
2i+1

)

× exp

{
iπ

2 j−1∑
l=2i+2

Sz
l

}(
Sz

2 j + Sz
2 j+1

)〉
. (10)

To illustrate the phase transition, we solve the gapped
ground state with the DMRG method [36] in open boundary
condition. For a spin chain with length L = 200, we keep
1000 density-matrix basis states, and set 10 sweeps and 10−12

typical discarded weight in units of J [37]. In Fig. 4, we
present numerical results of entanglement spectrum and string
order for two paths in the Jl − Jr plane. Figures 4(a) and
4(b) are taken on the line from (Jl , Jr ) = (0, 3) to (3,0) with
the level closing at (1.5,1.5); Figs. 4(c) and 4(d) are taken
from (0,10) to (10,0) with the gap closing at (5,5). The odd
or nontrivial phase preserves the even degeneracy of the
entanglement spectrum and finite odd string order, while
the even or trivial phase preserves the odd degeneracy of
the entanglement spectrum and finite even string order. The
entanglement spectrum (− ln λ2) in Fig. 4(c) at (2,8) (i.e., ln 2,
ln 2) and (8,2) (i.e., zero) satisfies the exact result from the SS
model. The corresponding energy gap is given together with
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FIG. 4. Numerical results of the spin chain with the length of L = 200. Parameters (Jl , Jr ) are taken from (0, 3) to (3, 0) for (a), (b) and
from (0, 10) to (10, 0) for (c), (d). (a), (c) Entanglement spectrum (partition at half) of the spin-1/2 chain. (b), (d) String order and energy gap
between first excitation state and ground state.

the string order, and the phase transition undergoes the process
that the gap closes and reopens.

IV. MEASUREMENT OF TOPOLOGICAL PHASES

In this section, we present the proposal to measure the
topological phase transition. From the numerical results in
Sec. III, we can detect topological phases by the entangle-
ment spectrum and string order. We can realize N copies
of this identical 1D OL system in two-dimensional (2D)
optical lattices with a deep enough lattice potential in vertical
orientation, as shown in Fig. 5(a). Following the protocol
presented by Pichler et al. [38], it is available for alkaline-
earth-metal atoms to detect entanglement spectrum with Ryd-
berg interactions [39]. The string order can be measured by a
charge coupled device (CCD) camera with fluorescence, i.e.,
a quantum gas microscope [40–43]. We can use the image
of a two-dimensional system in Sz basis with a quantum gas
microscope and get the measurement results of N copies to
evaluate the string order.

However, it is tedious to calculate string order of the long
chain ground state by the measurement results of big N copies.
We assume that only a classification of two categories is
needed. Since a measurement is the projection on the states
of basis, one can use the difference of statistical properties
between even-singlet state and odd-singlet state in practice.
In the view of measurement results, phase transition can be
understood as a transformation between sets occupied with
measurement basis. Considering a cutoff subchain with length
Ls, the set of measurement results of this subchain, called sub-
set, holds 2Ls elements. For a state with [2i − 1, 2i] singlets,
its basis is only dependent on half of the sites of the subchain
and the cardinality of the measurement set, called even set, is

|Seven| = 2Ls/2. For a state with [2i, 2i + 1] singlets, |Sodd| =
2(Ls/2+1) with two free spins and we name it odd set. The joint
set of these two sets above is a set (|Sjoint| = 2) constituted
by two elements, which are

⊗Ls/2 |01〉 and
⊗Ls/2 |10〉. We

name the set constituted by other elements left in a subset as
mixed set. The typical elements in each set and the illustration
of these sets are shown in Figs. 5(b) and 5(c). Since even set
and odd set are almost distinct from each other, a projective
measurement result of nontrivial (odd) phase will fall in the
odd set more probably. Otherwise, the measurement result

FIG. 5. (a) N copies of one-dimensional chain in two-
dimensional experimental setup. (b) Typical measurement results for
even set, odd set, joint set, and mixed set (Ls = 20, {0, 1} indicates
{↑,↓} and color in background indicates the results coming from
singlet). (c) Measurement set of subchain and even set, odd set, and
joint set in it.
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FIG. 6. Numerical results of accumulative probability for differ-
ent sets in the measurement at the line (a) (0, 3) −→ (3, 0) and (b)
(0, 10) −→ (10, 0). The length of subchain is Ls = 20 and the index
starts at 90 with L = 200. We exclude the probability of joint set
from odd set and even set.

of trivial (even) phase will be found in the even set more
probably.

Numerical results are given in Fig. 6. Considering the sub-
chain in the length of Ls, we define the “singlet-basis” projec-
tive operator for two sites as pi, j = |0i1 j〉〈0i1 j | + |1i0 j〉〈1i0 j |.
Even-set and odd-set projective operators will be peven =⊗i+Ls/2−1

k=i p2k+1,2k+2 and podd = ⊗i+Ls/2−2
k=i p2k+2,2k+3. The

joint-set projective operator which includes only two
items is pjoint = |0101 . . .〉〈0101 . . . | + |1010 . . .〉〈1010 . . . |.
Therefore, we can get the probability of the basis in different
sets in the measurement of ground state |G〉, i.e., Pset =
〈G|pset|G〉, where the set can be even, odd, and joint set. The
probability of a measurement in mixed set is calculated by
Pmixed = 1 − Peven − Podd + Pjoint. We find that the elements
in odd set (even set) dominate a nontrivial (trivial) phase
in the measurement. A simple way is that we just need to
measure some (not big N) copies and subchain with short

length to compare the count of even-basis result and odd-basis
result for classifying these two phases. We note here that such
a classification cannot grasp the essential entanglement of
the ground state, but this plain idea is useful and effective
for classification experimentally of a system with unknown
orders.

V. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we present the realization and measurement
of topological phases with ultracold fermionic alkaline-earth-
metal atoms. By tuning the strength and detuning of lasers, we
can change the antiferromagnetic coupling strength to realize
topological phase transition. We present the numerical results
of entanglement spectrum and string order using the DMRG
method. By means of the current technique in cold-atom
experiments, the phases can be classified by measurement
of entanglement spectrum and calculation of the string or-
der. Finally, the statistical classification manifests interesting
results for the nontrivial and trivial phases which may be a
starting point for introducing pattern recognition and machine
learning in the measurement. Our proposal, based on the
ultracold-atom implementation, is highly tunable with a large
set of parameters, and therefore can be a promising platform
for investigating topological phases and topological phase
transition in a ladder or zigzag structure.
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